 Thurs. February 1 Proverbs 1. 1-19
 
 
 Proverbs will not allow us to divide life into different compartments. Men often wish to treat religion, learning, business, and morals as quite separate from each other. Proverbs regards all these as 'wisdom', and fights for the links between them.
Religion and learning (7). Basic to its view of life is the conviction that 'the fear of the Lord' is the foundation of knowledge. ('Fear' does not mean being afraid, but showing reverence and awe for God as God.) Two things may be drawn from this. One is that it is logically impossible to make real sense of the world unless we assume God is behind it (compare the arguments of Francis Schaeffer). The other is that reverence, not arrogance, is the way to wisdom in any sphere.
Learning and business (1-6). Proverbs also links what we might call 'pure' and 'applied' studies: theory and practice, science and technology, knowledge and behaviour. Thus it expects that business—wise dealing (3), skill (5)—will be affected by religion.
Business and morals. Proverbs does not just urge that these ought to be linked: it declares that they are: that only the man who does business morally finally makes a profit. Crime does not pay (8-19). Like the parable of the rich fool, this 'parable of the racketeer' (Rylaarsdam) illustrates Matt. 16.26.
 
 Question: Are religion, learning, business, and morals linked in my life?
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Fri. Feb. 2 
Proverbs 1. 20-33
The preacher. It is as a preacher that wisdom appears here, declaiming like a prophet in the public places of the city (20-21); her words (24,28) resemble those of Isaiah 65. Wisdom's teaching, however, is based not on 'special revelation' but on God's 'general revelation' in creation and in human experience.
Her audience. Three types of listeners appear (22). The simple—the uninstructed and immature—are naive and gullible, uncommitted and easily led (astray). You cannot help starting like that; you can help staying that way (32). The scoffers are fundamentally those who are so busy talking, that they have no time for listening and learning. They are arrogant, un-teachable, and unliked. The fools are not people with a low I. Q. They are those who will not honour God (7) but who delude themselves into thinking that everything will be all right in the end anyway (32). Can we see ourselves (or those we are responsible for) in these character types?
Her challenge (23) consists in urging her hearers to commit themselves to accepting her message.
Her expectation. Like the prophets, she has no high hopes of being heard (24,25). Often we only see the sinfulness of our actions (and our inaction) after we have acted and then seen the consequences (26-33). We have to be open to God's teaching now if we are not to persist in patterns of behaviour about which we will have to say, 'If only I hadn' t...'.
SU Prayer Focus:    Pray for SU children's evangelists leading Easter holiday missions.
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Sat. February 3 Proverbs 2.1-22
 Yesterday's passage described Wisdom herself keenly seeking a hearing; today's begins by emphasising the human obligation to seek God's truth with submission, receptiveness, enquiry, and effort (1-4). We are then reminded, however, that finding the truth also involves a right attitude to God (5, knowledge of God means acknowledgement of God, obedience and commitment), because He is the giver of wisdom (6-11). His wisdom will then protect us from the power of evil (12-15).
It will also guard one from 'the strange woman' (16-19; see margin). She appears in vivid pictures in chs. 5. and 7. Part of the point of the warning concerns the folly of promiscuity. But the unfaithful woman also stands for unfaithfulness to God. Sex and religion were closely related: there was a sexual element in pagan cults, and Israel's relationship to God was described in terms of a marriage. The one the woman has abandoned (17) is God Himself; her sexual looseness reflected her religious looseness. She is keen to share her 'liberation' with others. But to associate with her is a religious and not just a physical and moral act; so her way is the way of death, not of life (18,19).
For thought: Do looser sexual attitudes in modern western society also reflect secularization and religious pluralism? Christians are still called to express faithfulness to God in sexual faithfulness.
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Sun. February 4 Proverbs 3.1-18
 Mon. February 5 Proverbs 3.19-35
 
Proverbs' pragmatism (1-4, 13-18) goes along with certain key attitudes to God which the wise man will show (5-12):
Trust (5,6). The verbs trust and rely both suggest the physical situation of leaning on or supporting yourself on something or somebody, in total and helpless reliance and commitment. With that attitude to God, we prove that He is the one who removes obstacles from our path.
Fear (7,8). To be wise in our own eyes (7; compare 5) indicates a confidence in our own wisdom which makes us stop referring things to God. Hence the contrast in v.7. A right spiritual attitude will contribute to physical and emotional health (8)—the converse is also true.
Honour (9,10). What we do with our money is an index of what we are committed to. Note that God gets the first fruits: He does not have to wait till we see if the main harvest is all right, to make sure we can afford it. Substance and produce may signify capital and income—do we tithe our bank balance and assets periodically as well as our salary?
Submission (11,12). Affliction is part of the normal Christian life, a means of growth and not something to reject and shrink from (the literal meaning of the verbs in v.l 1). If we do trust (5), we can accept this; and 'In acceptance lieth peace' (Amy Carmichael).
For prayer: In which of these four attitudes do you currently need to grow?
 Hence are two guidelines for human life. Be sensible (21-24): one secret of serenity and calm is to keep your head, to plan, to be organized. Trusting God is no excuse for being casual. Don't be anti-social (21-31). These commands, which resemble those found in Israel's laws, place limits on how 'shrewd' (21) we can be. We have no right to be calculating at someone else's expense!
These exhortations are set in the context of three reminders about the Lord Himself. He creates (19,20). Our wisdom is (or ought to be) a reflection of the wisdom shown in God's creation. He protects (25,26). 'Planning pays' because God makes life work that way. Furthermore He looks after the situations we cannot plan for. And He judges (32-35). One reason why I shouldn't live by the law of the jungle is that ultimately it isn't in my interests; the security I might seek in that way, by amassing money by any means, is actually a false security. James 4.6 and 1 Peter 5.5 illustrate two applications of the principle in v.34.
For thought: Note the tremendous promises of v.32b (being in God's confidence), v.33b (having God's blessing on one's home), and v.34b (being shown God's grace). But note, too, the conditions.
 
VERSE OF THE WEEK: Proverbs 3. 11
 For further study: Examine Psalms 73; 91 for points of contact with this passage's teaching.
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Tue. February 6 Proverbs 4.1-27
Proverbs often has the form of a father teaching his son, and this way of speaking is developed here (1-4). The teaching of the schoolroom (or Business School or Sunday School) in Proverbs, and the teaching of the statute book in Israel's laws, are similar (see the note on 3.27-31): both go back to teaching passed on in the family. Perhaps education and law can never be further ahead than the standards of the home.
But the attitude of parents often swings between authoritarianism and failure to give guidance at all. Proverbs urges a third way, which gives firm teaching but is always under God.
The final paragraph (20-27) offers a clear and helpful analysis of the dynamics of the way we work as human beings. The key element is the heart (21,23), because in Old Testament thinking it not only feels and loves but imagines, thinks, remembers, plans, makes decisions. It is thus the fount of the springs of life. When the inner man is right, this brings more wholeness to other aspects of our life (22). Morally, too, what you are at heart is reflected in what you are outwardly (see Mark 7.14-23). Yet this does not happen automatically: we do have to pay attention to our outward behaviour— speak straight, look straight, walk straight (24-27).
 
 
 
For self-examination:
to guard my heart (23)? 42
 How am I meeting the challenge
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.
Sun. July I Proverbs 6.1-19
 Mon. July 2 Proverbs 6.20-35
 
    
    The Old Testament often emphasizes the family and the community's obligation to care for the needy. Proverbs, however. emphasises the personal responsibility of the individual, and it may well contrast with attitudes often taken in modern western society.
A man gets himself into a financial scrape (1-5). Today state social benefits rescue him, or he declares himself bankrupt and starts again. Israel had no such conventions; there he would have to put himself out to 'save' himself (3, 5). Undertakings have to be kept, even when they turn out to have been rash, unless you can gain release from them.
A young person has school-phobia or work-phobia (6-11). So is he sent to a psychiatrist or careers guidance officer? No, he is reminded that if he does not work today he will not eat tomorrow.
Certain elements in society behave in an anti-social way, seeming to undermine its very foundations by agitation and trouble-making (12-15, 16-19: in these lists of evils the climax comes at the end, in vv.!4b, 19b). It is easy to make excuses for this sort of behaviour. But Proverbs sees such behaviour which is destructive of social order as not only self-destructive (19) but morally reprehensible (12, 14), and hateful to God (16).
To think over: Do I make excuses too easily—or not easily enough? And what of my society?
verse of the week: Proverbs 11.24
 A further aspect of Proverbs' teaching which confronts modern western attitudes is the area of sexual morality. Here the writer wants to emphasise the great dangers of involvement with a married woman; he is not at this point concerned with the wrongness of passing liaisons with a prostitute (26). This does not imply approval of prostitution, but it does indicate that adultery is a more important issue. So Proverbs gives a warning about the woman bored with her marriage and looking for excitement outside it. The argument would apply as much to the dissatisfied married man, but it concentrates on the adulteress because it is written for the instruction of young men. Chapter 5.15-19 gives some direct and positive exhortation to the married man.
The picture of the seductive charms of the adulteress is very vivid (24-25). The trouble is that the sight of her charms can make one forget the sight of the husband behind her. Adultery is stealing a man's wife (even if she gives herself to you) and will be treated as such; indeed the law required the death penalty (29-35). The danger a young man puts himself in is described as vividly as his seduction (26b-28).
It is no good being naive about how the world works or assuming that 'love' is the only thing that counts in the end. Wisdom protects you from that (20-24).
To think about: How can we help young people to see these truths when television, films, etc. often imply the opposite?
Tues. July 3 Proverbs 8.1-21
 Wed. July 4 Proverbs 8.22-36
 
Chapter 7 has pictured a woman who represents wilful 'lolly' captivating some youth who lacked the wisdom to resisi lu-r charms. She is brazen, dishonest, and unfaithful. Sin-overwhelms with her smooth speech. She promises a good time but brings disaster.
Now Wisdom herself is pictured giving her rival invitation (the contrast appears again in 9.1-6, 13-18). Her teaching is straight and noble (6-9). She does not overwhelm but waits for a response (17). There is real gain from paying attention to her (10-21), most fundamentally because she leads one in the way that God Himself approves (13).
This last point reminds us that Proverbs is speaking all the time to the people of God. As a preacher put it 'Psalms shows you the believer on his knees, Proverbs shows you the believer on his feet.' It is God's advice on how His people are to live their everyday lives. The chapter reminds us again that God is concerned in this connection with all aspects of our life. Straight thinking, good morals, sensible policy making, true religion, right speaking, profitable business dealing: all are the concerns of the God who both creates and redeems us.
 We come here to one of the high points of Proverbs. The aim of ch. 8 as a whole is in all ways to commend Wisdom; the climax comes here with the assertion that God Himself possesses wisdom. He used His wisdom (His mind, His intelligence, His common sense) in creating the world. This is how important wisdom is. (It is not an over-solemn business, though: see vv. 30, 31).
The passage thus also incidentally tells us something about creation. The wonder of creation had struck the writer; our knowledge of science gives us an even greater insight into its marvels. And it was all created by God's wisdom. The more we know of creation, the more we wonder at the wisdom and the power of the God of creation.
To Christians, the passage also suggests something about Christ. 'God was in Christ': so ways of describing God can be applied to Christ. In this passage, God's wisdom is described so personally that it almost sounds like an aspect of God that was half-independent of Him. It was thus a natural passage to apply to Jesus: see John 1.1-4 and Col. 1.15-17. God created the world through Christ, who is His Wisdom (see 1 Cor. 1.24) or His Word.
 
Consider what the section has to say with regard to the believer's attitude to wisdom and thus to God (e.g. vv.5, 13, 17). What changes in our attitudes does it point to?
 Think out what differences this makes to our attitude to the world, to Christ, and to wisdom. Are we responding to God and His wisdom in the way that vv.32-36 demand?

 Thurs. July 5 Proverbs 10.1-20
 Fri. July 6
Proverbs 11.1-5, 18-31
 
From ch. 10 onwards, Proverbs consists mostly of one-verse sayings, not long speeches. The arrangement is mostly random, but in each day's reading we will concentrate on some theme that recurs in that reading. Today's is the use of words—negative and positive.
The trouble with words, (a) They do not always correspond to truth (18b); they may conceal real attitudes (6b, lib, 18a). So we are not to take them at face value, (b) They become a substitute for thinking. The fool is one who is too busy talking to learn (8). (c) They can make trouble for myself (13) and for others (14). Talk leads to mistakes; this all suggests the need for restraint (19).
The value of words (20). (a) Silence itself is not a virtue. Confronted by evil, we must speak (10). (b) In this situation, they are a positive contribution. They can bring peace and restoration (10, 17). (c) Indeed, in a general sense they can be upbuilding and life-giving (11): a tree of life (15.4).
To think over: Do I speak too much? Am I incautious? Or, on the other hand, do I find it too easy to turn a blind eye? Am I reluctant to speak straight? Hesitant to speak words which could bring life? 'Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks' (Matt. 12.34). 'The Lord God has given me the tongue of those who are taught' (Isa. 50.4)
Prayer: May my speaking and my silence be always acceptable to You and helpful to others, Lord.
10
 The chapter speaks of riches and of righteousness, and invites us to consider the relationship between them. We should consider how it challenges us individually, our church, and our nation.
Where does our money come from?
Wealth gained by unrighteousness is valueless in the end (18) because it does not have the Lord's blessing (1). So beware of greed (6). We should ask what a righteous man wants (23). If that is our goal, we find favour, because it means blessing for others (27, 30).
What is our attitude to our money?
It is silly to trust in riches rather than righteousness (4, 28). A concern for righteousness is a better guide for life than a concern for riches (3-5).
Where does our money go to?
Business sense is not necessarily wisdom, if you want to be valued yourself and not dismissed as a mere profiteer (26). Indeed, paradoxically, the person who tries to save loses, while the person who is rather reckless in his giving gains (24-25).
To think over: Marx held that the accumulation of wealth was the economic equivalent to original sin. Does the Bible suggest that there are ever grounds for holding on to wealth ? If you have more in your bank account than Jesus did, how would you justify this!
11
Sat. July 7 Proverbs 15.1-19
 Sun. July 8 Proverbs 16.1-19
 
Here are some warnings and challenges for personal relationships.
Between one person and another.
These relationships are of key importance: if things are wrong here, no amount of other benefits are likely to make up for it (17). For our own sake it is worth being careful about how we give criticism and about how we receive it (1, 18). Another reason for being open to criticism is that this contributes to our own upbuilding (12); and for the sake of others, too, we will want to be careful over this matter of criticism—concerned to build up rather than to break down (4).
Between a person and himself.
Two opposite observations are made here—both are true. In frustration and in joy, heart, face, and spirit often tend to reflect one another (13, see also 13.12; 14.30). But, on the other hand, inner resources of joy can triumph over outward circumstances —or a show of joy can conceal inner sadness (15b, see 14.13). This is worth bearing in mind as we relate to others: what are they suffering inside?
Between a person and God.
God's attitude to us is described in vv.3, 8, 9, 11. It backs up the chapter's challenges and promises: if things are right between us and God, everything else can be coped with (16).
To think over: To what aspects of these relationships do I need to pay attention! Where do I need to grow towards wholeness!
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 Today's theme is power—human and divine.
1.	The power of the president. A ruler's word is life or death
(14, 15). This was more true in Old Testament Israel than it is in
a parliamentary democracy, but in any society or situation
(church, school, business, family), there are those who have
power. Proverbs speaks of how they do exercise it (not how they
should) (10-13). It implies that when the leader is leading in ac
cordance with justice, then he really deserves the description
'leader'. But note the warnings about what happens when his
leadership or attitudes go wrong (8, 11, 18, 19).
2.	The power of God. The ultimate limitation placed on
human sovereignty is divine sovereignty. A leader may make all
sorts of plans—but 'God has the last word' (1, GNB). This is true
of men in general, not just leaders. I may make my plans, but the
Lord ... (1, 3, 9). I may reckon I am pure, but the Lord . . . (2). I
may think wrongdoing cannot be avoided and cannot be un
done, but if I change my attitude to the Lord . . . (6). I may
reckon it hard to avoid making enemies, but if my attitude to the
Lord is right . . . (7).
To think over: In what aspects of my life today does the way I use my power (or authority or influence) need to change! In what way do I fail to take account of the power of God!
VERSE OF THE WEEK:  Proverbs  16.7
13
Mon. July 9 Proverbs 17.1-17
 Tues. July 10 Proverbs 18.10-24
 
In moment after moment of daily life, the people and situations that confront us demand our response, and this response both reveals who we are and changes the situations we are in.
Verso 4: Our response to talk of evil reveals our own hearts. Acceptance of it (or fascination with it) is a tell-tale sign.
Versos 9, 13: Our reaction when people do wrong to us changes the situation, for worse or for better.
Verse 10: The way we take criticism determines whether we grow wiser, or sillier.
Verse 14. Our action in the presence of disagreement decides whether or not the disagreement becomes a quarrel.
Verse 15: Our treatment of those who are in the right and those who are in the wrong determines God's attitude to us.
Verse 17: Our response to the needs of our friends in adversity indicates whether we actually deserve to be called friends at all.
To think over: In the light of the principle stated in v.3, consider your own life and attitudes. What do the above six kinds of testing situations reveal about youl
Prayer focus on the SU staff team: In England alone, SU has a full time staff of over 200. Like other Christians, they are human! Pray that they may be Christlike in their working relationships with one another, especially where there are differing viewpoints—or the need to give and take criticism.
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 Here are three things that offer us protection like a 'strong city' or 'strong wall'.
1.	Our friends (19) including the one we are married to (22).
Unselfishness, openness, and self-giving bring as their spin-off
resources of help when we are in need ourselves. One factor in
developing such friendships is our own attitude in our hearing
(13, 17) and in our speaking (20,21)—loveless talk will destroy
friendship.
2.	Our money (11). When all is said and done, friendship may
let one down (24). But there is no doubt that money talks: a man
with money can ignore polite niceties (23) and buy his way into
influence (16).
3.	Our Lord (10). The confidence that comes from possessing
wealth easily becomes arrogance, and this leads to destruction
(12). The warning reminds us of the story of the rich fool (Luke
12.13-21), which shows how the only final protection is the Lord
Himself. Verses 10, 11 are put next to each other so that they
comment on each other: although there is real value in wealth, it
is nothing compared with the Lord (11: note the 'imagine', RSV
mg, GNB). Does our security lie in what we possess, or in the
Lord?
For praise: When friendship fails and money is gone, the name of the Lord is still a strong tower in which the righteous, man finds safe refuge.
15
Wed. July 11 Proverbs 20.1-20
 Thurs. July 12 Proverbs 22.1-16
 
There can be a considerable tension between a man's words and his true self. He may profess loyalty but not show it (6). He may reckon to have a clear conscience, but be involved in sin (9). He may talk as if he is doing you a favour when he is actually doing himself one (14). He may promise to keep his commitments but be unable to do so—so beware (16). He may speak plausibly to gain by dishonesty (17). He may make promises to God without indicating the intentions he really means to carry out (25).
A man's real thoughts and intentions lie buried deep (5a): so how can they be known? How can I know myself? And how can I change and grow? The chapter offers several suggestions. Talk to someone with real insight: he can help you see into your own heart (5, 15). Look at your actions: these do in fact reflect the real you (11). Use your own eyes and ears, as gifts which the Lord Himself gave you and which He can thus work through (12). Apply the insight God has implanted in you as His means to your enlightenment (27). Learn the lessons which are taught by the hard experiences of life, and by them alone (30).
To think about: Where are the gaps between my words and my actions'? In any of the places listed in this chapter! How much insight do I have into myself? Where do I most need to grow in such insightl How can I make better use of resources available to me for this growth*!
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 One of the basic assumptions that underlies the teaching in Proverbs is that this is an orderly world in which moral laws do work themselves out.
(a)	In general, wickedness, injustice, and unfaithfulness do
get their deserts (5, 8, 12)—the Lord sees to that (12a). As we
might put it, crime does not pay.
(b)	More    specifically,    this    affects    money    matters.
Faithfulness to God and generosity to men do bring riches,
honour, and blessing, whereas a more self-centred financial
policy actually gets one nowhere (4, 9, 16).
(c)	Further, firm teaching and discipline do influence a
child's character and behaviour for life (6, 15). (No doubt the
writer assumes that this discipline belongs in the context of a car
ing family relationship—he is not urging harshness, only that
parents avoid being soft).
As we ourselves look at life, it often seems very different: looking after 'number one' seems to pay; the humble, generous, and gentle have poverty as their rewards; children go wrong even when parents have done their best to bring them up in the right way. These moral laws do not seem to work out in practice. In fact it was the same for the writer of Proverbs. But his contribution here is to remind us of what is generally the case. We ought not to let the exceptions to these rules obscure the fact that they are usually true. We are challenged to live our lives on the assumption that God makes moral order prevail in His world.
17
Fri. July 13 Proverbs 30.1-14
 Sat. July 14 Proverbs 31.10-31
 
 
Proverbs is basically a confident book, confident in its insights into human life, into right and wrong, into the mind of God. Yet it also acknowledges that life is actually more complicated than any one neat proverb can suggest. Sometimes two quite contrary statements are needed to reflect how complex life is (see 26.4, 5). Here Agur (who he is, and what the rest of the verse means, we do not know) explicitly warns against any trite confidence that we have got the truth all buttoned up. A wise man is one who has seen how deep truth really is—so deep, no man can pretend to grasp it in an adequate way (2, 3). He has realised how mighty God is, and how man cannot pretend to comprehend Him (4).
But this right emphasis on humility before the truth and before God can itself be dangerous. It can lead to despairing agnosticism. So it is here counterbalanced by a reminder of what we can be certain of. God has spoken (5a). We have His word, and though that does not tell us everything, it does tell us all we need to know. We can trust the God who has spoken to us, trust Him even with the things that are too complex for us to understand (5b). And we should not try to get beyond what He has said (6).
Are our eyes open in wonder at the truth of God that we cannot grasp (1-4)? And are we living up to the truth He has given us?
Meditate on Deuteronomy 29.29.
 Proverbs has warned how women can be temptresses leading men away from God (chs. 5; 7), how they can bring discredit on their husbands (12.4), how their nagging and complaining can ruin a marriage (21.9, 19), how their indiscretion can overshadow their looks (11.22). But the writer in fact sets a high value on a wife. Proverbs sees a wife as a gift from the Lord Himself (18.22), and it here counterbalances its warnings elsewhere by giving women an ideal which contrasts with these (compare 12.4). A wife is honoured as a faithful partner in life with her husband.
Two pictures of a woman's role are often contrasted in the western world today. One is the demure, submissive, roleless victim of husband, home, and family. The other is the forceful, liberated, assertive go-getter. The picture here corresponds to neither. The wife's role is assumed to complement her husband's, but it has as much significance as his within their partnership; it is not confined to housework and ferrying the children to school (see e.g. 16, 20, 24).
For many wives today, such tasks seem to dominate their role, and they feel they have lost real significance. James Dobson in Man to Man about Women sees this loss of self-esteem and personal worth as the biggest cause of depression in women. So how can men help them rebuild up their self-esteem? What can this chapter's description of an ideal wife teach us? And what might an ideal husband be like?
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